Software defect prediction strives to improve software security by helping testers locate the software defects accurately. The data redundancy caused by the overmuch attributes in defects data set will make the prediction accuracy decrease. A model based on locally linear embedding and support vector machine (LLE-SVM) is proposed to solve this problem in this paper. The SVM is used as the basic classifier in the model. And the LLE algorithm is used to solve data redundancy due to its ability of maintaining local geometry. The parameters in SVM are optimized by the method of ten-fold cross validation and grid search. The comparison between LLE-SVM model and SVM model was experimentally verified on the same NASA defect data set. The results indicate that the proposal LLE-SVM model performs better than SVM model, and it is available to avoid the accuracy decrease caused by the data redundancy.
Introduction
With the high-speed progress of computer science and software technology, the process of informationization has been rapidly developed. Software systems are playing an increasingly important role in the socio-economic and political life. Software defects are increasing with software function variety and software structure complexity. Software defects may cause software failure, which do serious harm to software security [1] . So it is necessary to study software defect prediction technology in this background. About 80% of the defects come from 20% of the modules, and more than half of the modules are defects free [2] . It has very important significance that software testers find out those modules which contain defects and this is the goal of defect prediction. Software defect prediction technology can be classified into two kinds. They are static defect prediction technology and dynamic defect prediction technology. The static technology is based on the metric data of defects, which is used to predict the quantity or distribution of defects; and the dynamic technology is based on the generate time of defects or failures, which is used to predict the defects over time [1] .
There are many outstanding techniques appeared in the dynamic defect prediction technology. The software defect prediction model based on grey prediction theory (GPT) was mentioned in [3] , the idea of the method was: the number of software defects was a grey value changed within a certain range, and the random process was a time related gray process changed in a certain range. The method using GPT predicted software defects which might appear in the iteration according to the historical statistics of software defect number [3] . An improved model of software defect prediction based on Rayleigh model was mentioned in [4] . The model corrected the unreasonable hypothesis of Rayleigh model considering the effect of removing failure on defect prediction result [4] .
There are a lot of static defect prediction technologies such as support vector machine (SVM) [5] , neural network (NN) [6] , and Bayesian network (BN) [7] . The advanced software defect prediction model based on SVM was mentioned in [8] . The defect prediction was regarded as a binary classification problem, and SVM model was used to predict the current version of the project. New defect information found was added to the history data and then new incremental data sets would be produced. A kind of improved prediction model would be constructed based on the incremental data sets in the new project life cycle [8] . The technology involved in this paper is static prediction techniques.
Software defect prediction is a kind of technology which can reveal the possibility whether a software system contains defects by analyzing the metric data of software. More and more attributes are being introduced to metric software with the developing of technology. Facing the growing number of attributes, one of the problems which must be solved in software defect prediction area is how to deal with the data redundancy. This problem may lead to higher cost and lower prediction accuracy. For this reason a software defect prediction model based on locally linear embedding and support vector machine is proposed in this paper. Locally linear embedding algorithm is used to reduce dimensionalities and maintain the local geometry of the metric data set, and support vector machine is proposed to classify the data set of software defects.
Related Research
Support vector machine is one of the most common methods of software defect prediction, and it is a machine learning method based on statistical learning theory and structural risk minimization [9] . SVM method is used to minimize the structural risk and improve the learning ability of generalization.
Besides support vector machine, there are some other models can be used in defect prediction research like classification and regression tree (CART) [10] and artificial neural network (ANN) [11] . However the classification and regression tree has a poor ability on generalization; and there is no unified and complete guidance on the selection of the network structure of artificial neural network [12] . Support vector machine is an outstanding method which is good at dealing with small samples and nonlinear problems [13] . And the data sets of software defects are just conformed to support vector machine. Considering the issues above, support vector machine was chosen to be the basic model for software defect prediction in this paper.
Just like what was described in the section of introduction, there are more and more attributes being introduced to software metric, and the metric attributes maybe come from different metric systems or different metric methods. Those certainly lead to data redundancy, and data redundancy can cause the prediction accuracy decrease. It is strongly necessary to solve the problem of data redundancy and improve the prediction accuracy of support vector machine.
Locally linear embedding algorithm is suitable for solving the problem of data redundancy. The algorithm can maintain the local geometry of data. Some of the data contents will be lost during attributes reduction. This problem will affect the accuracy of SVM. The characteristic of LLE can be used to avoid the loss [14] . The locally linear embedding algorithm provides an outstanding solution on dealing with software defect data set by its ability to maintain the data local geometry. The LLE algorithm is used to reduce the dimensionalities of software defect data set in this paper. The comparison experiments have been done on the same NASA defect data set between proposed LLE-SVM model and SVM model.
Model Construction of LLE-SVM

Summary of Model Process
LLE-SVM software defect prediction model contains 5 steps:
1. Get the software defect data set; 2. Select the train set in the defect data set, and reduce the dimensionalities using LLE. The new data set will be the input of the third step. 3. Support vector machine with the Gaussian kernel (RBF) is popular for practical use [15] . RBF is chosen in this step. Optimize the parameters with ten-fold cross validation and grid search in the defined-size of interval and step, and then output the best couple of parameters. 4. Test the model with the best parameters. 5. Predict software defects.
The LLE-SVM software defect prediction model is shown in the following Figure 1 .
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Principle of LLE and SVM
It has been described in Section 2 that the proposed model reduces the dimensionalities using LLE. The locally linear embedding algorithm belongs to a group of manifold learning methods that not only reduce data dimensionalities, but also attempt to discover a true low dimensional structure of the data [16] . The input of LLE algorithm are (1) 2. Measure reconstruction error resulting from the approximation of each point by its nearest neighbors and compute reconstruction weights minimizing this error. That is to solve the optimization problem in formula 2. N is the number of points, ij w is one of the coefficients of point I when using point j for representation, ij w =0 if point j is not a nearest neighbor, all the coefficients constitute the partial reconstruction weigh matrix.
3. Compute low-dimensional embedding which can best preserve the local geometry represented by the reconstruction weighs. 
The second to the (d+1)th feature vectors of M are the final result.
LLE-SVM model is based on SVM. The data set after dimensionalities reduction will be input to SVM for training. The process of SVM is to find a hyper plane which can classify the data points in the point space. In the area of software defect prediction, each piece of data represents a software module, and each piece of data has a label at the end of them.
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i y , 1 means there are some defects in this module and -1 means no defect is in the module. The SVM process is to solve the following optimization problem like formula 5. (6) We may encounter nonlinear separable situations. The kernel can transform the data into a high dimensional space so that it can achieve linear separable. The final decision function is:
SVM has two parameters: penalty factor C and the parameter of RBF (or g). There are also two parameters in LLE algorithm: the size of neighborhood k, and the embedding dimension d. The method of parameters selection will be introduced in the following Section 3.3.
Parameters Selection
The methods of ten-fold cross validation and grid search are used to optimize parameters which are the most popular methods for optimizing parameters. The size of interval and step for C and g are set, and each couple of C and g is a grid. Get the average predict accuracy for each grid using K-fold cross validation (K=10 in this paper) then choose the C and g which can reach the highest accuracy as the best parameters.
K-fold cross validation is to divide the data set into K parts, each part will be the validation set and other K-1 parts will be the training set, then we will get K models, calculate the average accuracy as the index of current parameter values.
There are two parameters in LLE algorithm, the size of neighborhood k. And the embedding dimension d. No guidance was given for choosing k, an empirical value that k=12 was chosen in this paper. The intrinsic dimension was estimated using the method of maximum likelihood estimate and the result showed that d=4. An experiment to find the best value was designed in this paper to compare d=4 with other d values in the same experiment conditions.
Experiments
Data Set and Experimental Environment
The data set used in the experiment is MDP data set provided by NASA. It is a representative data set since it has been widely used in the area of software defect prediction. The data set contains 13 packages, each package represents a software system, each piece of data represents a module in the software system, and there is a label at the end of each piece of data (Y or N), Y means the module has defects in it and N means there is no defect in the module. The package of CM1 was used in our experiments. The attributes in this package are from LOC, Halstead and McCabe metric system. The experimental environment in this paper is Matlab r2010a and libsvm-mat-3.01.
Evaluation Index
The evaluation indexes of experimental results in this paper are calculated by the statistical values showed in the following Table 1 . 
Experiments and Results
The CM1 data set was used in our experiments. 2 ], the step was set to 0.01, the normalization interval in the experiment was set to [-1, 1].
1. The value of d (embedding dimension) is involved when the LLE algorithm is used to reduce the dimensionalities. We have estimated the intrinsic dimension using the method of maximum likelihood estimate, and the result is d=4. There is a rule in locally linear embedding algorithm that: d<k, we designed an experiment to compare prediction effect of LLE-SVM under different d values. We reduced the dimensionalities with d=4, d=6, d=8, d=10 in the experiment one, and the result showed that the best prediction capability appeared when d=6, then we added an experiment with the neighbor value of d=6 (d=5, d=7). The value of k is the size of neighborhood, but no guidance was given how to choose it. We chose an empirical value that k=12, and followed the rule of d<k. LLE-SVM models with different d values were made comparison on the 4 indexes: accuracy, precision, recall and Fmeasure. The result of experiment one is shown in the following Table 2 . Table 3 shows the comparison result between LLE-SVM model and SVM model, the conclusion is: LLE-SVM model performs better than SVM model at the same experiment conditions.
The proposed software defect prediction model also has some shortcomings. We chose an empirical value for the neighborhood size that k=12, however, it can be further studied whether other values of k could reach a better capability. We used the method of interval limited traversal to select the value of d, we tried to estimate the intrinsic dimension using the method of maximum likelihood estimate, but the method did not work out the best value of d. It can be studied how to estimate the intrinsic dimension and whether the intrinsic dimension is helpful to reach the best result. The time cost of grid search is too high, and the optimization method also needs to be improved.
Conclusions
In this paper we propose a software defect prediction model based on locally linear embedding and support vector machine. The idea is using LLE algorithm to reduce dimensionalities and maintain the local geometry of data set at the same time, so that the prediction accuracy will be improved. We designed experiments to prove it and the results show that the LLE-SVM model has a higher capability than SVM model on the 4 indexes in software defect prediction area. This model is an available way to predict software defects for solving the problem of data redundancy. The time cost of grid search method is relatively high yet. And also, it is necessary to find a method by which we can work out the best d value and choose a favorable neighborhood size k. These drawbacks are the major issues for further research.
